1. Cut 2 inch lengths off each end of your popsicle stick.
2. Take a chunk of clay and shape it in a quarter size mound, as shown.
3. Put your two flat stick ends into the bottom of your clay mound.
4. Place your spork down into the top of the clay mound.
5. Twist your pipe cleaner evenly around the middle of the spork handle, as shown.
6. Shape the ends of your pipe cleaner into 3 fingered hands, like Forky’s.
7. Trim your red sticky wax stick and form the shape of Forky’s eyebrow, then stick it in place.
8. Glue google eyes to your spork, like in the picture.
9. Trim your blue sticky wax stick and form the shape of Forky’s mouth, then stick it in place below the eyes.
10. Apply some red marker onto your finger and smudge on Forky’s rosy cheeks.
11. Place your rainbow sticker onto Forky’s left popsicle stick foot.
Secret Code
Bo’s friend is at a secret hangout inside the antique store. She enters a code to get inside. Solve the code below to find out Bo’s friend’s name.

Answer: Duke Caboom
BO PEEP HAS LOST HER SHEEP!
HELP HER GET THROUGH THE MAZE TO FIND THEM.

START HERE
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Toy Scramble

Bonnie’s mom cleaned up Bonnie’s room and threw all the toys into the closet. Unscramble the names below to see who is inside!

Y O D O W

E S I J S E

U Z B Z

T I R X E I

L I S N Y K G D O

Answers: Woody, Jessie, Buzz, Trixie, Slinky Dog
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Make Your Own Forky

You can make your own Forky, just like Bonnie!

Draw a face, arms, and any other decorations on the blank Forky below.
Woody, Buzz and Bo are always ready for adventure
WHO SAID THAT?
CONNECT THE CHARACTERS TO THEIR OWN WORDS

HINT: Includes quotes from the latest Toy Story 4 movie trailers and from past Toy Story movies.

1. "Reach for the sky!"
   - Aliens

2. "To infinity and beyond!"
   - Buzz

3. "Yee-haw!"
   - Jessie

4. "My parts are killing me."
   - Mr. Potato Head

5. "Come on. Let’s see how much we’re going for on eBay."
   - Hamm

6. "The panic is attacking me!"
   - Rex

7. "You have saved our lives. We are eternally grateful."
   - Bo Peep

8. "Kids lose their toys every day."
   - Ducky & Bunny

9. "Why do I have to be a toy?"
   - Aliens

10. "If you think you can take our top prize spots, you’re wrong!"
    - Forky
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Spot the Differences
A lot has changed since Bo lived on a lamp in Molly’s room. Can you spot the six differences between the two images?